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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO0207364A2] Caches are disposed in the Internet for storing and updating copies of objects having dynamic content. Update
characteristics of the objects are determined, and a time to live (TTL) parameter for the objects is adjusted based upon the update characteristics.
Generally, the object is updated if its TTL is less than its age. The TTL for an object may be adjusted to (i) maintain its probability of error below
a predetermined error probability threshold; (ii) maintain its error rate below a predetermined error probability threshold; or (iii) maintain its delay
time below a predetermined delay threshold. Preferably, the caches are dedicated machines and are placed so that Web browsing passes through
the cache instead of going all the way to the original sites, in many different locations, ideally within the network of ISPs providing the Internet
connectivity to the highest number of users in those locations. In this manner, the users of those ISPs and, to a lesser extend, neighboring ISPs, will
enjoy a huge QoS and speed improvement, for most of the traffic will stay within or close to the ISPs' internal networks and not need to go through
the highly-loaded Internet backbone; and the original web-sites will no longer need as much bandwidth, since the caches will absorb most of the
load. The system can adapt, in real time, according to the number of requests to each page and the actual update frequency of the page.
[origin: WO0207364A2] Caches (108) are disposed in the Internet for storing and updating copies of objects having dynamic content. Update
characteristics of the objects are determined, and a time to live (TTL) parameter for the objects is adjusted based upon the update characteristics.
Generally, the object is updated if its TTL is less than its age. The TTL for an object may be adjusted to (I) maintain its probability of error below a
predetermined error probability threshold; (ii) maintain its error rate below a predetermined error probability threshold; or (iii) maintain its delay time
below a predetermined delay threshold. Preferably, the caches (108) are dedicated machines and are placed so that Web browsing passes through
the cache instead of going all the way to the original sites (104), in many different locations, ideally within the network of ISPs (106) providing the
Internet connectivity to the highest number of users (102) in those locations. In this manner, the users (104) of those ISPs (106) and, to a lesser
extend, neighboring ISPs, will enjoy a huge QoS and speed improvement, for most of the traffic will stay within or close to the ISPs' (106) internal
networks and not need to go through the highly-loaded Internet backbone; and the original web-sites (104) will no longer need as much bandwidth,
since the caches (108) will absorb most of the load. The system can adapt, in real time, according to the number of requests to each page and the
actual update frequency of the page.
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